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Increase your analytics insights

Using analytics to harvest key insights and business value can be a major differentiator
for enterprises. However, various factors, such as the location of data, data access costs, and
analytics solution capabilities, can inhibit lines of business from fully leveraging analytics for
their data. Many enterprises store essential data in their IBM Z® environment and transfer data
copies to a distributed server analytics solution in an attempt to taper costs.
This type of an off-platform analytics solution can minimize CPU bound analytics workloads on
z/OS® but it also presents several drawbacks. Moving data from one platform to another can
cause considerable extract, transform, load (ETL) charges as well as the likelihood of analyzing
old data. If the data is not constantly refreshed from its system of record, the data will not be
current, resulting in inaccurate analytic results. Additionally, other off-platform costs for storage,
networking, floor space, power and labor are incurred to host the duplicated data on the offplatform servers.
IBM Open Data Analytics for z/OS (IzODA), an analytics solution on IBM Z, addresses the
problem of moving data off-platform. IzODA is an assembly of open source and proprietary
technologies that allow data scientists and application developers to analyze and visualize large
volumes of data hosted on IBM Z.
IzoDA is made up of three major components, z/OS IzODA Spark, z/OS IzODA Optimized Data
Layer and z/OS IzODA Anaconda. Two of the major components, Spark and Anaconda, are also
two of the most popular code stacks used by the data science community. Apache Spark, an inmemory compute engine and analytics runtime where data scientists can use commonplace
languages like Scala, Java™, Python, and R to run analytics. Anaconda, using Python and R, is a
package and environment manager with many open source pre-built machine learning libraries
and toolkits to analyze modern enterprise level volumes of data. The third component is the
Optimized Data Layer (ODL) 1 which provides unique data abstraction capabilities that allow data
scientists to reach key data sources on and off the mainframe through a common interface.
IzODA utilizes the Optimized Data Layer (ODL) to access existing Db2® data without adding any
Db2 costs to the existing z/OS system. This is done by reading the storage directly through the
use of IBM z Integrated Information Processor (zIIPs) and System Assist Processors (SAPs),
without going through Db2. By accessing the data on-platform, data copies no longer need to be
moved, eliminating the problem of dated/erroneous data, and avoiding off-platform
infrastructure costs for re-platforming the data.
To examine how IzODA addresses data currency issues and lowers costs, we compared two
analytics solutions, one using IzODA on IBM Z and another using open source Apache Spark on
x86 using off-platform data that was stored in a proprietary database.
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Optimized Data Layer (ODL) also known as the Mainframe Data Service (MDS)
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Figure 1 shows the compared x86
solution that extracts data residing on
IBM Z in an IBM Db2 z/OS database.
Two 16-core Skylake x86 servers with
256 GB of memory run open source
Apache Spark analytics and one 64-core
Skylake x86 server with 256 GB. of
memory runs a proprietary database to
read data that is extracted, transformed,
and loaded from IBM Z.

Simplifying an analytics infrastructure

Figure 2 illustrates the IzODA solution in which the analytics engine is collocated with the data
on IBM Z. IzODA runs on an IBM z15 T01 in the same z/OS LPAR as the Db2 database. Because
most IzODA workload is zIIPs-eligible 2, 99% of the IzODA workload is dispatched to five zIIPs.
With just 1% of the workload
contributing to the MSU count, SW
usage charges are dramatically
reduced, and latency issues are
avoided by accessing data onplatform. zIIPs usage in the IzODA
scenario is also simple to implement
since no changes are needed in
IzODA to run zIIPs eligible workload.
As with many other z/OS applications,
zIIPs dispatching is transparent to the
analytics application.

Reduce IT costs with IzODA

Just how much can IzODA save? In the modeled scenarios, IBM Open Data Analytics for z/OS
delivers a 34% lower total cost of ownership than the compared x86 ETL proprietary database
solution over three years. 3
Figure 3 highlights the major cost drivers between the two modeled scenarios. In the x86
scenario software cost, comprised of proprietary database licenses, database tooling and Linux,
is far the greatest cost in the x86 TCO. Even without inclusion of ETL charges or support costs for
the open source Apache Spark application or other system management software, database
Running the spark-sql-perf benchmark using IBM Open Data Analytics for z/OS (IzODA), 99% of the CPU consumed was zIIP eligible. IBM internal tests were run on a z15 T01 machine with 2 GCPs, 4 zIIPs and
100GB of memory. Spark-sql-perf v5.1 was used with 1 executor with 8 cores in cluster mode. IzODA 1.1.0 release level PTFs UI68206, UI68267, UI68264 was run on z/OS 2.4 with Db2 v11 and Java 8 or 6.
zIIP eligibility is based on the CPU consumption of the work running on the Spark and MDS address spaces. Your results may vary.
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An IBM IT Economics model was used to examine one time charge and maintenance costs over three years for IBM Open Data Analytics for z/OS versus an x86 open source Apache Spark analytics solution with
data extracted, transformed, and loaded from IBM Z to a proprietary database on x86. The IzODA workload scenario was comprised of five zIIPs with 256GB of memory running on an existing IBM z15 T01 using
9,300 MIPS, and IzODA that was colocated with Db2 data in a z/OS LPAR. IzODA scenario costs included purchase of zIIPs, IzODA and MLC charges for non-eligible zIIP workload (1% of total MSU count). The x86
analytics solution was comprised of two 16-core Skylake x86 servers with 256 GB of memory for Apache Spark analytics and one 64-core Skylake x86 server with 256 GB of memory for the database. x86 scenario
costs included purchase of x86 servers, database software and Red Hat Linux. Both scenarios included hardware maintenance, floor space, energy, and networking costs. zIIPs pricing is based on U.S. prices as of
11/01/2020 from our website and x86 hardware pricing is based on IBM analysis of U.S. prices as of 11/01/2020 from IDC. Software, floor space, energy, and networking costs are based on data from IBM IT
Economics assessments for clients. For additional information on the cost model, contact the IBM IT Economics Team at IT.Economics@us.ibm.com
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licensing and operating system costs become a significant expense due to per core and per
socket pricing respectively.
Conversely, software costs for the IzODA scenario, comprised of IzODA and MLC charges for
non-eligible zIIP, are significantly lower since the solution is able to leverage the existing z/OS
environment without incremental DB cost. Furthermore, MLC charges are minimal, since just 1%
of the workload contributes to MSU costs. The bulk, or almost all (99%), of the IzODA workload
is offloaded to the zIIPs at no cost.
Another savings consideration for the IzODA scenario is that the IzODA solution is collocated in
the same z/OS LPAR of the IBM Z system, avoiding incremental facilities costs. In contrast, the
x86 scenario incurs incremental energy, floor space and networking costs in addition to software
and hardware costs to deploy and support a new workload in the datacenter.

Other considerations for on-platform analytics

In the compared TCO model, the IzODA solution was found to lower costs by one third (or 34%)
in three years. However, other factors in IBM Z environments can potentially increase the
savings delta between IBM Z and x86.
Non-Production environments: Other environments for QA, development and test were not
factored into the TCO model. These non-production environments will require additional
infrastructure (servers, floor space, energy, networking). Typically, IBM Z environments enable
greater scaling efficiencies with resource sharing that enable workload consolidation and tiered
MLC pricing advantages as workload activity grows. In most distributed server environments,
however, these costs tend to be linear, causing infrastructure costs to increase at a higher rate
than in a centralized server environment.
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Server administration: The TCO model excluded labor costs for server administration. Client
data from IBM IT Economics assessments finds that distributed server administration effort is
on average two times greater than centralized server administration. 4
Disaster Recovery: The TCO model examined costs for production without inclusion of a
corresponding disaster recovery environment. In order to replicate the production environment
in an off-site location, equivalent hardware, software and facilities costs need to be added.
Qualities of service: The impact, or absence, of qualities of service such as reliability, scalability,
security were not included in the TCO model. These attributes are quantifiable and can have a
significant influence on the choice of a solution. If 24x7 availability with built-in redundancy and
resiliency 5 or use of Hardware Security Module (HSM) Crypto Express cards at the highest level 4
of FIPS 140-210 6 are needed to meet business requirements, these capabilities should be
factored into the model.
zIIP your analytics
On-platform analytics can unleash the full potential of analytics for your organization. IzoDA
enables your lines of business to access data from your IBM Z system of record without latency
penalties or exorbitant infrastructure costs. IzODA offers operational efficiencies and costsavings benefits when compared to x86 solutions that extract data from IBM Z.
If your organization is examining analytic solutions, contact the IBM IT Economics team at
IT.Economics@us.ibm.com for more information on IBM Open Data Analytics for z/OS and the
advantages of on-platform analytics. Ask for a no-charge analytics assessment to determine the
most effective infrastructure for your data and analytics.
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Labor observations for IT infrastructure, https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/7LOL5ZEG
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ITIC 2019 Global Server Hardware, Server OS Reliability Survey Mid-Year Update for LinuxONE and IBM Z found 0% annual unplanned server downtime of >Four Hours in 2019, https://itic-corp.com
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https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/fips/140/2/final
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